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ABSTRACT

: A general rule" is formulated for. the conatruotion of
supersymmetric, Lagrangians which aduit a causej^ed quantum number (baryon. or
leptoft umber Kassociatjed yith ferwicais,- ..There sje t ip unusual featureB..,.--
Firstly,. there i s a class of Bupermultiplets in which, the spinor, particle ,>,::
vi±ii..un .̂t- fermion. number is acoojipanied by a scalar particle vhich csrriea...-
±vo •.mits iof fermioc nimber. Only- in a very restricted cles^ of .theorlep.
can the.appearance of such aifermionE be avoided. Secondly, the fermion
nusab£r,-con.teat-pf a supermultiplet is governed by i t s chiral type. Thus,
vithnthe conventions adopted here, i t is shovn that, in scalar supermultiplets,
right-handed spinor fermions are associated vith ordinary scalar bosons vhile
left-handed spinor'fermions are associated with di-fermionic bosons. In
gauge supermultiplets ordinary vector bosons are associated with, left-handed
spinor fermions. In consequence of this peculiar multiplet structure, the
problea of defining e. conserved parity is non-trivial. I t is shown

that parity doubling provides no solution unless either supersymaetry or
fermion number is violated explicitly. In fact, the solution to the parity
problem makes essential use of local symmetries. A class of renormaliz&ble
supersymmetric Lagrangians which conserve both fermion number and parity is
given. For this class the interactions are governed by a gauge principle.
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I . IHTRODUCTIOH

1) has, from theA persistent difficulty with supersynmetric schemes
2)beginning, concerned the definition of fermion number. (This quantity,

i .e . baryon or lepton or baryon + lepton number, will be denoted by F in
the following.) Basically this problem is a reflection.of the fact
that, once having put fermions and bosons together in a superaultiplet,
one is hard put to distinguish them. Any quantum number carried by a fermion
tends to be carried also by i ts boson partners. Hotvithstanding this , there
is a solution to the problem. Our purpose in this paper is to define the
exact nature of the problem and to discuss the general features of super-
symmetric and renormalizable models in which a fermioD number is defined.

In Sec.II we exhibit the central role played by chirality in defining
a fermion number lor supersymmetrie multiplets. The supersynmetry generators
resolve into chiral components which anticoimnute among themselves and are
related by hermitian conjugation. This leads to an association of chirality with
fermion number. Indeed, the association turns out to be extremely rigid. We
find, for example, that if positive chirality scalar supencultiplets contain
IF = 1 right-handed spinors and IF = 0 spin-iero Bose particles,
then negative chirality supermultiplets which contain F • 1 left-handed
spinors must contain F - 2 spin-zero diferElons.

A second consequence of this association Is the difficulty of con-
structing supersymmetrie Lagrangians which conserve parity as well as
fermion number. In particular we show in Sees.Ill and IV that renormalizable
and supersymmetric models in which both fermion number and parity are
conserved are necessarily based on a local gauge sysmetry. It is further
shown that the maximal local symmetry realisable on a set of 2n two-
component splnors consistently vith these requirements is Sp(2n). We con-
clude vith a simple example based on a spontaneously broken U(l) internal
symmetry which preserves parity ae well as fermion number. An appendix is
devoted to some speculations concerning the unification of weak, electro-
magnetic and strong interactions.

I I . FERKIOM HUMHER AltD THE STRUCTURE OF SUPERHULTIPLETS

Supersyimetry i s a kinejEatical e x t e n s i o n o f Poincare symmetry v h i c h

is obtained by adjoining to the generators of spaee-tiaetranslations, F ,
and homogeneous Lorenti transformations. J , a set of four operators, EQ .
These operators are defined by the algebraic relations
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and by the reality condition
(£.1)

S - CST , (2.2)

vbere C is the usual charge conjugation matrix. The operators S , vhich
a

generate "supertranslations", thus transform as a Dirac spinor of the
Major ana type. They give a preferred role to Ma.1orana fields in the super-
multiplet structure.

It Is clear that i f the members of a superouiltiplet are to be
distinguished by a quantum number - which ve shall call fermion number
IF - then thi6 number must be carried by some of the generators. The only way
to introduce such a quantum number is by means of the transformations

S •+ s (a.3)

with a real . (Ordinary phase transformations on S would be compatible with

neither the Hajorana constraint {2.2) nor the anticommutator rule in (2 .1 ) . )

The chiral components

1 * iYd
S

transform irreducibly and contragrediently

St * (2.1.)

We may say that the positive ehirality**component S+ carries F • 1 while
i ts hermitian conjugate S_ carries F - - 1 .

•) In earlier papers we carelessly referred to poaitlve-chirality spinors as
"left-handed". With our choice of y = ^oYlY£Y3 * t h e m a t r l x element

p.^) is non-vanishing only if the light-like state |p,X^ carries

helicity X • + T- , i .e . is
positive ehirality projection of i(i
Salad and Strathdee, Ref.l.

Here is the
For the conventions used here see



This rigid association of fermion number with cbirality is a fundamental

property of supersymmetry. It provides very strict limits on the possible

forms of supersymmetric anfi fennion-number conserving Lagrangian models.

Indeed, it has the immediate consequence that only in exceptional cases do

such models admit a conserved parity . Examples cf such will he given

in following sections.

It might be thought that the strict association between fennion number

and chirality could be diluted by Beans of parity doubling. Thus, one might

suppose that the supertranslation generators are comprised of tvo independent

pieces.

S = S 1 + S 2 , (2.5)

where

and

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

If these tvo pieces are Indeed independent - so that we can, for example,
1 2

envision multiplets of 3 on vhich S • 0 , and vice versa - then ve
must have

{E1 , S1} = -(YC) P1

0is1 , s£)

(S2 , S2) » - (yC) P2 , (2.7)

In earlier vor-k,"parity" was assumed to act on the supertransletion

generators according to the formula

s - iyos

Clearly, however, this transformation reverses chirality and therefore

fermion nur.bor as veil. It should be interpreted as CP rather than P

if fermion number is to have any significance. Invariar.ce with respect

to this tra..i3formation is the rule rather than the exception.

- l -

i . e . the total lt-moaentum is partitioned into independent pieces, P^ and
P . Moreover, these two pieces are separately conserved. Thus, the

1 2conservation of S + S and the fermion number defined by (2.6) ijnplies
the conservation of both S and S and therefore of both Fr and r .
I t follows that Green's functions made from products of fields belonging to
the two subgroups must factorize. This means, in turn,that there can be no

1 2
communication between the two worlds in which S and S operate: they
must be truly independent and in each of them a s t r ic t association of fennion
number with chirality is maintained. "' Again, because of the Green's
function factorization i t is not possible to envisage any spontaneous
mechanism for breaking this independence. Only an explicit violation of
either fermion number or supersymmetry could lead to communication between
the tvo worlds.

I t is conceivable that a basic modification ( i . e . enlarging)of the
supersymmetry group might admit a less restrictive definition of fermion
number. We have not been able to do th i s , however, and shall therefore
proceed to analyse supermultiplets in the scheme defined by (2,l)-(2.l»).

Supersymmetric Lagrangian models receive their nost natural
expression in terms of superfields. Of these, only tvo varieties have so far
proved useful in the construction of renormalizable models. Firstly there
sire the chiral scalar superfields *Ax.,8) , whose component structure is
conveniently expressed by

A ± (X ) F±(x)j , (2.8}

where At and K+ are Bose fields and ty+ are chiral spinors, i . e .

iv,iji « t\jjt

The variable 6 is an anticommuting Majorana spinor. Assigning fermion

nunber to the conponent fields by means of y,. transformations in such a

way that both i(i+ and %i carry unit fermion number, i.e.

•) By explicit cocputf.ior. ve have verified that the three- and four-point
functions made up fro:; products of superfielda, eome of vhich transform
according to (?.ta) tr.d ethers acccrdinj? to (2.6b), do factorize into tvo

tlr . j factors.
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t (x,«

one finds for the components

and

e £ i o A

(2.9)

. (2.10)

This means that the spin-zero fields A+ and F are ordinary bosons with
IF = 0 while A and F+ are difermions vith F « 2 . The presence of
such difermions iB inescapable in supersymmetrie theories.

The fields F+ play an auxiliary role and can arrays be eliminated
froii the Lagrangian since their derivatives never appear. The fields A+ ,
on the other hand, are true dynamical variables and have particles associated
vith them. What has emerged from the above assignments, therefore, is the
curious rule:

In scalar superaultiplets positive chirality spin-half fermlons are
associated vith ordinary (iF » 0) spin-zero bosons while negative chlrality
fermions are associated vit.ti difermionig JF = 2} S5in-_ero ^

The second kind of guperfield used in the construction of renormalizable
moiiela is the gauge superfield ¥(x,e) , which ploys the role of a potential
vhen local internal symmetries ere involved. Such fields belong to the
adjoint representation of the internal symmetry and in general they have the
full complement of component fields when expanded in powers of S . However,
the gauge freedom can be exploited to eliminate half of these components
from "C(jt,6), which can then be expressed in the restricted form

Y(x,e) uv(x) + ee (ee)2 vU) .

(£.11)

*) Other, more exotic, assignments are possible if the fermlon numbers of

î+ and +__ are allowed to differ from unity. A generalization of thiB

sort in which spinors with F • 3 are involved will te considered in Sec.IV.

The BoEe fields U^ and £ belong to the adjoint representation and Bay be

taken as hermitian; matrices. The spinors X , also In the adjoint representation,

may be taken as hermitian in the sense

(ex)f - 5x

They are essentially a set of Majorana spinors. Fermion number is assigned

to the components of the gauge superfield by means of the y_ transformation

¥(x,e) * tU, e
exactly as for *+ . One finds

e)

U v

X

D

ea* X

H

The chiral spinora X+

respectively, while U

spinors are related by hermitian conjugation,

and

and

(2.13)

X_ carry fermion number P - -1 and F • 1,

D carry F * 0 . Hotice that the ehirsl

m v (2.1*)

It is particularly important to remark that the positive chirality
spinor X| is an antlfermion (F • - l ) while Its conjugate, the negative
chirality spinor X , is a fermion (F * 1) according to the conventions
adopted above. This fact is highly relevant to the construction of parity-
conserving models. Indeed, we shall prove tha.t renoraalliable fermion-
number and parity-conserving Bupersymmetrlc models are necessarily based on
local symmetries.

I I I . FEHMIOII-NUMBEfl C0BSERVI1IG LAGRAJfGLASS

Consider now the gepei-bl form of super symmetric Lagranglans. Given

two Sets of "matter" f i e l d s , * + and *_ , expressed as columns and which

are acted upon by a loca l symK.RT.ry

t -t

r\

-6-
(3.1)



where JL+ and A_+ are ( in general ) independent complex matrix

structures of positive chirality, and given the corresponding gauge super-

fields ¥.. and ¥,, vhich transform according to

2* iA^ 2? -iKp
e -• e e e

'2 1 A ^ 2Y2 - i A 2 +2V,
e "• • + e ~ e ~ e

then the Lagrangian is constructed as follows. Firstly, there is the

matter field kinetic term,

(3.2)

(DD)2
(3.3)

which contains the gauge couplings. Secondly, there is a term independent

of the gauge fields vhich includes mass and self-interaction terms Involving

the matter fields

! » (*+) + h.c] , (3.M

where m(*+) is restricted by renormalizability to be a polynomial vhieh

contains terms of no higher than the second degree, and by gauge invariance

to satisfy the identity

The linearity of ^ in the negative chirality fields
in

requirement of feraion-number conservation.

(3.5)

results from the

Thirdly, there is the gauge field kinetic tern. Its expression ID

terms of superfields i s rather cumbersome because of the need to define the

superfield analogues of the field strength tensors. These take the form of

chiral spinor superfields

(3-6)

one set for ¥, and an analogous one for f . The field strengths ¥ + ,

for example, transform according to

*) The groups vhich act on *+ and * nay be identical or they nay contain

a comnon subgroup or they may be completely Independent.

-6-

V
v v

In the special gauge defined by (2,11) they take the form

?i± = e LXi±

where the usual Yang-Mills covariant forms appear,

(3.7)

(3 .8 )

V> " i [ U lv ' U lv ]

V l 1 U 1* " L lu' 1±J ' (3.9)

Notice that the field strengths (3.6) are chiral in two senses: with respect

to their component structure, ( l T i-y )Bf+ = 0 , and with respect to their

spinor index, (l T lY5)f± = 0 . They are related by complex conjugation in

exactly the same sense as are the spinors X and X , viz.

(3.10)

The field strengths resolve into a set of Independent blocks, one

for each simple factor in the local symmetry group, Just as for Yang-Mills

theories. Correspondingly, the gauge field kinetic term takes the form of a

sum of tents, one for each block. With each block a coupling constant is

associated. One can write

(3.11)

where the hermitian matrices TT span the adjoint representation and

normalized by

(3.12)

In this basis the gauge field kinetic term is given by

(3.13)

- 9 -



and, corresponding- to any (central) U(l) factor •) , t i e additional terms

^ - ff (DD)2 ( ^ Tk) , (3.lit)

which can tie shown to be supersymmetric. The coupling constants g, are

dimensionleSB while the parameters E^ have the'dimensions of (mass)

We nov exhibit the component structure of the terms ( 3 , 3 ) , ( 3 . M .

(3.13) and (3 . I t } in the special gauge. F i r s t ly , the matter f i e ld kinetic

term reads:

A
V?

v:v+

V A^ V A_

+ i V? (AHyi^ - "

where the covariant derivatives are given by:

* A l D i A +

(3.15)

V+

V- V- - (3.16)

and similarly for V \|i and V i(i_ . Secondly, the purely matter term (3.1*),

with m(*+) given by

takes the form

+ A

+ h.c.

The matrix

(3.17)

v* * VA

(3.18)

must commute with a l l matrices T* .

-10-

The coefficients E Q , HL, and m, must of course have a tensorial structure

appropriate to the internal symmetry which is expressed through the identity

(3-5). The number of independent parameters among them is generally very

limited. Finally, the gauge field kinetic terns (3.13) and (3.1*0 take the

respective forms

2
8k

(3.20)

To conclude, we remark that the dependence of the c la s s i ca l potential

V on the f ie lds A+ takes a very particular form in Bupersymnietric models.

Since the auxiliary f ie lds F+ and D sat i s fy algebraic equations they can

be eliminated at once.

f ie lds in terms of A+

Solving these equations to express the auxiliary

and A one finds that V i s given by

V(A+,A_) (3.21)

This potential is manifestly non-negative. Moreover, i f i t s minimum value is

found to be greater than zero, then at least one of the auxiliary fields must

have a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value. Such non-vanishing auxiliary

field values are a signal of spontaneous supersymmetry breakdown. Indeed,

one can shov quite generally that the corresponding GoldBtone epinor i i

given by

V K <Dk> X̂  + <F!> *_ • C (\ <F+> )T
V ~

then

(3.22)

• 0 andIf fermion number is not spontaneously violated +

the "neutrino" is a pure (left-handed) fermion.

In a realistic theory it 1B necessary to distinguish baryon and lepton

number. There are tvo possibilities. Firstly, one can assign lepton numbers

L = il and baryon numbers B • 0 to the chiral components 5^ of the

supersymmetry generators. In this scheme all members of a superoultiplet wouia

carry the same baiyon number while lepton number le distributed in the manner

discussed above. Thus, the chiral supermultiplets ^ • CA±,if»±»T±) would

have the content

»+ - (E.L-1) , (B,L) , (B.L+1)

C *• (B.L)

-11-



•nd the gauge fields f - (U ,i_,D> youXd have the contest distribution

(B.L-1), (B,L), (E,L-1). An alternative scheme would be to assign L =

and B = ±1 to the- chiral components S+ ID this scheme all members of

a Bupermultlplet would carry the sane lepton number. Indeed,

* + - (B-l.L) . CB.L) , (B+1.L)

* ~ (B+l.L) , (B,L) , (B-l.U

If E and L are both conserved, and if the neutrino is to he a

lepton, then only the first scheme is feasible- On the other hand, if

neither B nor L is conserved hut only tneir sum, F « B + L , then

the second scheme could be used if there is In the theory a (spontaneous-

breaking) mechanism vhich forces baryon-lepton admixtures to be small
5)

IV. PAKtTY-COHSEHVING MDDELS

It was remarked above that for renormalizsble theories (vhieh are the
only ones we investigate here) parity conservation i s impossible in the
absence of a local syjnsetry. The truth of this observation becomes apparent
upon examination of the only feasible ( i . e . supersymmetric, fermlon-number
conserving and renormalizable) interaction io such a case, vhich is given
explicitly by the formula (3.18). For a parity operation to be defined.
the auperatultiplets $ and * must be put into correspondence. Firstly,
the spinor components can transform only according to a rule of the form:

vhere u is some unitary matrix subject to the constraint u « ±1 .
Secondly, the F » 2 spin-zero compon«ntB, A_ , must transform eaong them-
selves ,

vhere w1 la another matrix like u

interaction term in (3.18),
Hov consider the particular

-12-

of the transformations C^-l) and (h .2) to this term changes i t
to a form vhich is dearly not present in (3.18). This shovs that inter-
actions of the form (3.18) cannot support space reflections and Justifies
our remark. We g*«n prove now that i f a local symmetry is present i t i s
possible to set up a parity-conserving interaction.

For definiteness consider the case of local SU(n) symmetry. Since
the gauge field ¥— an n x n hermitian traceless matrix— Contains a Bet
of negative chirality fermions, X_ , in the adjoint representation, i t is
necessary that the matter system should contain at least a set of positive
chirality fermions, C+ , also in the adjoint representation. These fermions
must belong to a (traeeleas) supermultlplet E+ which we shall call the sup-
plementary gauge fields. Under the action of local SU(n) the augmented
gauge field system transforms according to

vhere A+ is a traceless n * n matrix of positive cbirality and g is a

dimenEionless coupling constant.

Other matter fields may also be present in the form of supermultipletB

* and t . It is necessary that $ and $ should transform contra-

grediently. For simplicity ve take Juet a pair of n-component columns trans-

forming according to

IAJ

The most general supersymmetric, fermion-number conserving and

renormalizable Lagrangian for this system is given by

*! e"2

i* <v. *
+h-c-] '



where h is a dimenflicnlesE coupling constant ana M is a mass.

In order to deal with the parity question i t is necessary to express

(It. 5) in terms of the component fields. For 4+ and ¥ we adopt the

expansions (2.8) and (2.11), respectively, and for S+ the expansion

S + = e ^

For convenience of vriting we introduce the negative chirality antifermion

C defined as the conjugate of C , i .e .

This means t h a t the sum, C - C+ * C , i s a Hajorana apinor l i k e X .

Applying the formulae (3 .15) , (3 .18 ) , (3.19) t o the Lagrangian {k.1;

one f1nds

g a]

V+ V+

g

A •
p - n

+ i V? g - g

M [A^F+ + F^A+ - $J * h.c

- hlzJ* - *-\K - *_(;+A
+
 + h - c -J

lrtiere the various covariant derivatives are given by

V-

The appearance of (h.%) can be greatly simplified if the coupling parameter

h is given the specific value •

g (It. 10)

Indeed, with this restriction the system is parity conserving. This can "be

seen more easily "by eliminating the auxiliary fields, F+ , f and D ,

resolving a + into hermitian and antihermitian parts,

a+ - - | (a • Vt) ,

and introducing It-component spinors,

(It.11)

The Lagrangian (It.8) then reduces to

V A^ V A+ + V A+ V A_

- g

- V

where the covari%al tfac

(1*.12 ) . The con

¥ e i Urs eas i ly deducible from ( l i .9 ) , CtJ.]) and

Sp'-v l*' ' ' )C ^ s defined in the usual fashion



The potential V has the standard form (3.21) ,

where the auxiliary fields are given by

T + - - CM + g(a-tt>))A_

T - - (H + g(a+ib))A

D = -2g

(4.15)

+ AJ - A_A* + | [a .b]] + & [A+A+ - A+A_

(Recall that f+ and D are traceless n x n matrices.) On substituting

the expressions Ci.16) into (4.1j) one finds

2 ,

+ A* [1M + ga) 2

Parity conservation in the Lagrangian {Ii.l3) with the potential (L.17)

is now manifest. For the apinora we take

X * TfnX M i XC •* -TfnXC

-16-

Among the bosons: 0 is a vector; a, A+ and A are soalars; b Is

a pseudoscalar. (The odd relative parity of x ana X° results from the

definition (U.H).) Other parity assigoments are equally feasible. Thus,

instead of (U.16) one could take

- 1
w

(4.19)

vhere u is a unitary matrix satisfying u • 1. The corresponding rules

for the bosons «re then:

UQ u 0 Q 10

a •+ w a «D" , 1 ) * - d J b (1)

A+ * u A +

(4.20)

This completes the discussion of the parity-conserving local SU(n)
model. Other local symmetries are treated in exactly the same way and any
number of matter superaultiplets may be introduced in the form of contra-
greiient pairs *+ , * . In every case the couplings are determined
entirely by the gauge principle.

I t may eventually be of some interest to set up renormallzable,
supersymmetric end parity-conserving models in which some of the vector
particles carry two units of fermion number. We shall conclude this section
by shoving how such "exotic" models are constructed in general and hov the
fermion-number assignments are to be made.

Suppose we are given a set of matter fields * and 4 in the form
of n-companent columns. What is the maximal parity-conserving local symmetry
which can act upon this set? To answer this question i t is convenient to

* r

combine *+ with 4 = t+ into a 2n-component column - which we shall again

denote simply 4> . The maxlnal local sygjiietrY which can act on this

quantity Is U(2n) but this v i l l not be compatible with parity conservation.

The problem is to find the largest possible subgroup of u(2n) which does

admit a conserved parity operation.

In addition to the matter multiplet *+ , the system smst include

the gauge potential V and i t s supplementary part C+ . Th/s action of the

group is given by

-IT-



+ +
(It.21)

Parity conservation requires that S should couple to the matter multiplet.

Senoimalilability then requires that this coupling should be to the product

The only such coupling vould have the fona*+
 x *+

% n s+ (It. 22)

where t+ denotes the transpose of t+ and n is a 2n » 2n numerical

matrix. Gauge invariance requires that r> have the property

Furthermore, since the product * + * t is necessarily symmetric, only the

symmetric part of 15+ can couple. Any antisymmetric part of nS would be

of no service to the parity question so ve must impose the constraint that

TiS+ be symmetric

m

(ns+) • nS+ . (4.2it)

Since S+ belongs to the adjoint representation,this constitutes a constraint

on the group structure. Indeed, the conditions (It.23) and (U.2M are

sufficient to determine the maximal local symmetry. Let x denote an

arbitrary element of the infinitesimal algebra. Then C>.23) and (U.21i)

imply, respectively,

T
x n + nx - o

T T

x n - m = o

Since for the maximal case we can assume that x is a non-singular matrix,
i t follows that n must be antisymmetric. This means that the maximal
parity-conserving symmetry is certainly contained in Sp(2n). To show that
in fact it coincides with Sp(2n) we have only to write out in terms of
component fields the Lagrangian,

-16-

- i ^ Ej
Before doing th i s , novever, we shall discuss the f«r>nion-number assignments.

The Lagrangian (U.2 5) can be shown to be invariant under the y~

transformation, 6 •+ 6 , acting as follows:

_ ia(Q-l) ,

d.26)

where Q belongs to the symplectic algebra. These formulae generalize the
transfornations (2.9), (2.12) and lead to exotic fermion-number assignments.
One possible choice for the matrix ft . expressed in a canonical basis where

diag . . .T.
(n)

(lt.27)

is given by the diagonal matrix with alternating eigenvalues, ±1 ,

It is a simple matter to shov that in each of the two-dimensional sectors on
which the T matrices act the F - content is given by

A, •

0 '

- 2

0

- 2

0

- 2

2

0

2

0

*

X •

1 '

- 1

l

- 1

l

-1

-19-

3'

1.

3

1

*

D -

2 '

0

' 2

0

0

,-2

k '

2 ,

2

0
(It.29)



Thus we have not only -rectors vith F • 2 tut spiaorB -Hith F • 3.

To express the Lagranglan (it.25) in a manifestly parity-conserving
fashion i t i s necessary as before to resolve the matrix a+ into hermltian
and antihermltian parts,

a • — (» + ib)

and to introduce the !*-spinor

X = C+ + iX_

The matter splnor $ has no independent negative chirality relative, how-

ever. In this case ve must define t|i by complex conjugation.

e<|._ •= n(*+e)T . (it. 30)

is therefore subject to a Majorana-like constraint

{I4.31)

The lt-spinor

This constraint is of course consistent vith the fermion-number assignments
since Q if a symplectlc generator. With these notatlonal conventions
the Lagranglan Ci.25) assumes the form

- g [iFxA+ + h . c . j - V ,

vhere the covariant derivatives take the usual form and the potential V

is given by

^ 33)

where the auxiliary fields are expressed in terms of A+ and a+ - Here
It is convenient to introduce a complete set of 2n * 2n syrp^ectic generators,
1 , vhit-h satisfj" the coumufatlon rules.

-20-

[T",!1] - i f" ,

and are normalized as in (3.12)- The auxiliary fields are given by

F+ = -en (a - ib)A*

Dk = -g A^ 1* A + + | j Tr^fa.D]) .

On substituting these expressions into (4.33) one finds that the terms

linear in b cancel and the potential reduces to the form

i Tr A+(a2 • b£)A+] .

(It.35)

The Lagrangian (It. 32) with the potential given by (ii. 35) is clearly parity

conserving.
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V. A MODEL HITH LOCAL U(l) S2MKEEE1

The simplest possible illustration of the type of model discussed ID

Sec.IV is provided by a system with local U(l) symmetry. It consists of a

single pair of matter supermultiplets * + , * and the gauge pair V and S+

The Lagrongian for this system tates the form Ct.ll)

|v/J

5 - g <£ p(xA+ - iY5XCAj + h

vbere the potential is given by

v - I F J 2 * |r_|2+ | f + | 2 * |p 2

.c.J - V ,

(5.2)

vith

F± -

f + - -« V? A_A*

D - e-g(|A+|
2-|A.|2) . (5<3)

On substitution of these expressions into (5.2) the potential reduces to

V • g2(a2+b2) (IA I2 + |A I2) + 2g2|A I2 IA I2 + S- i _ [A I2 + U+ - +' 2 ĝ +

(5.It)

In (5-1) the covariant derivatives take the form appropriate to an abelian
symmetry, viz.

V • V

Minimliation of the classical potential (5-2) is trivial. Indeed
one can see that all the auxiliary fields (5.3) vanish at the point

0 ,

(5.5)

(5-6)

provided 5/g >0 . This point is non-degenerate and, since ^ V ^ 0 , it
is clearly an absolute ninimm. The vacuum respects supersymnetry as veil
as parity and feraion number. The local syametry is broken, however.

- 2 2 -

One can show that all particles in this model have a common mass.
The free Lagrangian is easily obtained by aubfltitutine into (5.1) and (5.1*)
the shifted field

(5.T)

and retaining only bilinear terms. One finds

(5.8)

where the common mass is given by

M (5.9)

The scalar field Ag can be removed by a gauge transformation. One is left

with two real scalars, ^ and a ; a real pse-udoacalar, b ; a scalar di-

fermion, A_ ; a real vector, U ; tvo Dirac spinors, (ifi+x)/ V5" and

Y5(*-X)/ ^ . of opposite parity.

Interactions are characterised by a single dimensionless coupling

constant g . The model is presumably renormalilable but ve have not

examined the quantum corrections. (Conceivably some of the symmetries which

are present in the classical approximation may be lost in the higher orders.)

Although this model can have no broader interest ve have included it here aB

the simplest representative of a supersymnetric system in which both parity

and fermion number are conserved.
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In this appendix we indicate briefly how a unified supersyimetric
gauge theory of strong, veai and electromagnetic interactions may eventually
•be obtained using the ideas of this paper. What ve vish to emphasise
particularly i s that, once the basic set of fensions is given, the structure
of the Higgs-Kibble system - i ts representation content and the form of the
potential - is largely determined.

' To be definite consider the aodel of Pati and Salam vith its two

basic fermion multiplets,

*a \ \ "

(A.I)

which transform irreducibly under the action of SU(2) * SU(2) x SU(M .
The left-handed fields ty._ and (i_- belong to the representation (2,1,)<)
while the right-handed fields tf>.+ and i)^. belong to ( l ,2 , !0 . (In
practice, the right-handed £U(2) may be replaced by U(l), in vhich case the
fields *1+ and IK,* transform reducibly. Li&evise, the colour group
SU(lt) nay be restricted to SU(3) * U(l). For the present discussion ve
shall retain the full group structure.) These fermions are embedded ic
chiral supermultiplets t . and »£± .

If there were GO weak interactions i t would be a simple matter to
set up a parity-conserving system of coloured gluons. The gluons are
accommodated in a gauge superfleld ? belonging to the adjoint representation
(1,1,15) and this would be accompanied by a supplementary superoultiplet
S+ , also In (1,1,15). Parity would be conserved. However, when the weak
Interactions are taken into account, the product 41+ *̂ _ , for exasple,
belongs to (2,2,1+15) and so cannot couple to the supplementary S+ . It
is therefore essential to introduce an S+ in the representation (2,2,15).
Here the strong interaction 15-fold occurs four t ires. Cur Idea is that
one combination of these can serve to restsre parity conservation vhea weai
interactions are neglected. The other three 15-folds In S+ will inevitably
cause parity violation and their effects at lev energy =ust therefore be
suppressed by ensuring that the particles described by these three 15-folds
are sufficiently aassive.

How the extra three 15-folds in S+ represent a surplus of right-
handed fermions. Such a surplus means either that the system contains many
massless fermions or else that fermion number i s spontaneously violated. To
evade this situation and to ensure that these particles are indeed massive,
we propose to introduce a comparable number of left-handed fercions in a
supermultiplet E_ , belonging to (1,3,15). (The three 15-fold right-handed
fermions In S+ and left-handed fennions in S will be capable of eoabining
into Dirac It-component spinors i f suitable interaction terms between them
exist in the theory.) There is yet a further balancing to perform. Contained
in the gauge fields ^ and V2 associated with SU(2) x su(2) are six
left-handed fermions. To compensate these we propose to introduce right-
handed fermions in the multipletB

S+ *- (2,2,1) and Ŝ  ~ (1,3.1)

There i s now a surplus of one right-banded fermion and so, finally, ve
introduce a left-banded singlet

S^ ~ (1,1,1) .

This singlet is of particular importance since i t is the only field in the
entire system which can involve a dimensional coupling in the Lagrangiaii
and thus set the scale of masses.

i

The importance of the multiplet S+ stems from the fact that i t
possesses a trilinear interaction with S+ and S . It is from this
interaction (« <fS+> S+S ) that the heavy masses of the three 15-fold»
in S+ and S_ are expected to emerge.

This scheme is of course highly speculative. Our hope would be
that i l l the fields associated vith parity violation will acquire large masses
In zeroth order while those In the parity-conserving sector acquire their
scalier masses through a radiative mechanism. Other mass scales could be
introduced by restricting the colour group to SU(3) " U(l) or extending i t
to SU(M x u(l) or by restricting the right-handed EU(2) tou( l ) . (The leptonic
r^iel of Fej-et 2' is a theory of local SU(2) * 'j(l) in vhich S+ - (2,1+1)
and S ™ (1,1). There are twe mass scales and a surplus of one left-
handed fersion. In this sinple model there Is no need to rely on radiative
Bechar.is=s to fix tbe structure of the theory. The one surplus left-
handed feraion is bound to renain Eassless and provides the neutrino of
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Fayet's model. What would be eren nore interesting to investigate i s the

question i f in the model described in this appendix (where ths number of

le f t - and rigirt-handed spinors i s equal) a. spontaneous breakdown of super—

symmetry gives rise to a lt-eonponent nassless particle, and if this It-

component object appropriately splits into the two observed chir&l neutrinos.)
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